Environment and Public Health Organization (ENPHO) calls for application or nomination from interested candidates for the **Hutaram Environment Award**, which is given to an individual or organization which has made exceptional contribution to the environment.

Hutaram Baidya was Nepal’s first agriculture engineer, an environmentalist and an activist who was passionate about Bagmati River and its civilization. He worked tirelessly to raise his voice for the conservation of Bagmati. “Hutaram Baa”, as he was affectionately called, was also an honorary Member of ENPHO and in honour of his memory, ENPHO has established the Hutaram Environment Award to recognize the tireless efforts and extraordinary achievements of an individual or organization in the field of environment conservation.

Individuals or organizations may nominate any potential candidate for the award along with the following documents:

- Nomination letter highlighting past experiences and remarkable contributions on environment sector (Max. 10 pages)
- Organizational Profile (If you are approaching through organization)

**Hutaram Environment Award of amount:** NRs. 25,000 (NRs. Twenty five thousand rupees only)

**Deadline for submission of proposal:** 31 August 2021

*The award will be officially presented during the Annual General Meeting 2021 of ENPHO.*

Application or nomination should be sent at: enpho@enpho.org